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Abstract—Community detection, which focuses on clustering vertex interactions, plays a significant role in network analysis. However,

it also faces numerous challenges like missing data and adversarial attack. How to further improve the performance and robustness of

community detection for real-world networks has raised great concerns. In this paper, we explore robust community detection by

enhancing network structure, with two generic algorithms presented: one is named robust community detection via genetic algorithm

(RobustECD-GA), in which the modularity and the number of clusters are combined in a fitness function to find the optimal structure

enhancement scheme; the other is called robust community detection via similarity ensemble (RobustECD-SE), integrating multiple

information of community structures captured by various vertex similarities, which scales well on large-scale networks. Comprehensive

experiments on real-world networks demonstrate, by comparing with two traditional enhancement strategies, that the new methods

help six representative community detection algorithms achieve more significant performance improvement. Moreover, experiments on

the corresponding adversarial networks indicate that the new methods could also optimize the network structure to a certain extent,

achieving stronger robustness against adversarial attack.

Index Terms—Community detection, genetic algorithm, vertex similarity, structure enhancement, adversarial attack

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

COMMUNITY detection, or network clustering,which aims to
identify groups of interacting vertices in a network in

term of their structural properties, has recently attracted con-
siderable attention fromdifferent fields like sociology, biology
and computer science [1], [2]. Community structure is of ultra
importance in network analysis. Typically in networks, verti-
ces are organized into groups, called communities, clusters or
modules, with dense connections within groups and sparse
connections between them. For instance, in co-author net-
works, communities are formed by scientists with similar
research interests in close fields; in social networks like Face-
book, they can represent people focusing on similar topics.
Many recent researches suggest that network properties at the
community level are quite different from those at the global
level, and thus ignoring community structuremaymissmany
interesting features [3]. In fact, identifying communities in
networks has played a significant role in exploiting essential
network structures.

To date, a large number of techniques have been developed
to detect community structures in networks. However, despite
the advance of various community detection methods, from
spectral method, label propagation to deep learning, their
capability to discover the true community structure faces
numerous challenges, since these approaches strongly rely on
the topological structure of the underlying network, which is
vulnerable in real-world scenarios.

First, missing data and adversarial noise seriously affect the
performance of community detection algorithms. Real-world
networks are often flawed in integrity and suffer frommissing
data, since not all real-world relationships are reflected in a sin-
gle network. For instance, users in social networks like Twitter
seldom follow all their friends in activities. Moreover, missing
data also occurs when crawling datasets from online networks
with privacy restrictions. On the other hand, the accuracy of a
network is very likely to be questioned when the information
encoded in the network topology is perturbed by artificial
noise, especially when the network suffers from adversarial
attacks, which leads to the degradation of the performance of
many network analysis methods. In particular, adversarial
attacks against community detection aim to hide target com-
munities or sensitive edges [4], [5], and finally generate specific
adversarial networks, which can strongly impact the perfor-
mance of detection algorithms. Existing community detection
methods rarely consider missing data and adversarial noise
in networks, increasing the risk to obtain wrong community
structures.

Another challenge is the lack of a consensus on the for-
mal definition of a network community structure [6]. Cur-
rently, there are no universal standards for the definition of
community, and a large number of detection algorithms
based on different technologies and ideas have been pro-
posed, which led to a quality discrepancy among different
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results. Moreover, modularity optimization in community
detection has a resolution limit [7]. Clusters consisting of a
number of vertices smaller than a threshold would not be
detected because these clusters tend to merge into larger
ones by modularity optimization. Large, but locally sparse
communities probably tend to be subdivided into smaller
ones during community partition.

It is believed that such challenges are mostly from unstable
network structures. Networks with sparse community struc-
tures are vulnerable to adversarial attacks which can destroy
network structures, leading to community detection decep-
tion. Generally, communities with weak structures could be
absorbed from the outside or disintegrated from the inside of
the network. Enhancing the network structure and improving
the robustness of the network could be an effective way to
address these challenges. In this paper, we explore robust com-
munity detection by enhancing network structures, and develop
two algorithms. A heuristic idea comes from the fact that com-
munity structures show a high connection density of intra-
communities and a sparse one of inter-communities. Agglom-
erating the intra-communities by adding edges between inter-
nal vertices and dividing the inter-communities by removing
edges between communities, therefore, can strengthen the
community structure in a network. It’s a natural reversal of the
studies about community detection deception in [4], [5] where
they are proposed to weaken community structures via intra-
community edge deletion and inter-community edge addition.
Another idea for robust community detection is to enhance
network structure with edge prediction, of which the task is to
complement missing edges or predict future edges between
pairwise vertices based on the current network structure. The
vertex similarity indices can be used to guide network struc-
ture optimization, according to the following two assump-
tions: 1) vertices in the same community are aggregated based
on their high similarity; 2) a larger similarity of pairwise verti-
ces leads to a higher likelihood of edges between them [8]. The
main contributions of ourwork are summarized as follows:

� First, we study the Robust Community Detection via
network structure Enhancement (RobustECD), which
can improve the performance of existing detection
algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, our work
is the first for enhancing community detection in
both real-world networks and adversarial networks.

� Second, we develop two generic enhancement algo-
rithms, namely robust community detection via genetic
algorithm (RobustECD-GA) and robust community detec-
tion via similarity ensemble (RobustECD-SE). Experimen-
tal results in six real-world networks demonstrate the
superiority of our methods in helping six community
detection algorithms to achieve significant improve-
ment of performances.

� Third, we test our enhancement algorithms on four
adversarial networks, the results show that bothRobus-
tECD-GA andRobustECD-SE can optimize the network
structure to a certain extent, and achieve robust com-
munity detection against adversarial attack.

� Finally, our methods could alleviate the resolution
limit in modularity optimization, and help various
community detection algorithms to achieve consen-
sus, i.e., getting more consistent partitions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec-
tion 2, we review the related works. Then, in Section 3, we
describe our approaches in detail. Thereafter, we present
extensive experiments in Section 4, with a series of discus-
sions. Finally, we conclude the paper and outline future work
in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Community Detection

Community detection strives to identify groups of interacting
vertices bymaximizing cluster qualitymeasures such asmod-
ularity [9] andnormalizedmutual information [10]. The litera-
ture [11] has provided comprehensive reviews on community
detection. For community detection in undirected networks,
widely usedmethods concentrate on agglomerative [12], divi-
sive [3], [13], hierarchical [13], [14], spectral [15], [16], random
walk [17], [18], label propagation [19], [20], high-order [21]
and deep learning [22], [23]methods.

2.2 Traditional Enhancement of Community
Detection

Due to the deficiency of many detection methods, how to
improve their performance in complicated real applications
has become an important issue. In this paper, we focus on the
problem of enhancing existing community detection methods.
Existing traditional enhancement approaches suggest prepro-
cessing networks via weighting or rewiring. Meo et al. [24]
introduced a measure of k-path edge centrality and proposed
aweighting algorithm calledWERW-Kpath to effectively com-
pute the centrality as edge weight, which is better for commu-
nity detection. Sun [25] weighted networks via a series of edge
centrality indices and detected communities in the weighted
network using a function that considers both links and link
weights. Lai et al. [26] considered random walk for simulation
on dynamic processes, and applied it to enhance modular-
ity optimization, based on the intuition that pairwise verti-
ces in the same community have similar dynamic patterns.
Interestingly, Li et al. [27] consideredmotif-aware community
detection which achieves community partition using motif
information in networks, and proposed an edge enhancement
approach called Edmot. Their method transfers the network
into motif-based hypergraph and partitions it into modules,
and then a new edge set is constructed to enhance the connec-
tivity structure of the original network by fully connecting all
modules. Lancichinetti et al. [28] proposed consensus cluster-
ing algorithm, which combines the information of different
outputs to obtain a more representative partition, to analyze
the time evolution of clusters in dynamics networks. Dahlin
et al. [29] proposed the ensemble cluster that combines the
ensemble method with clustering, and improve community
detection by aggregating multiple runs of algorithms. On the
other hand, model-based methods tend to integrate the
enhancement into the whole community detection procedure.
For example, He et al. [30] provided a framework to enhance
the ability of non-negativematrix factorization (NMF)models
to detect communities, which uses the NMFmethod to train a
stochasticmodel constrained by vertex similarity.

2.3 Adversarial Attack on Community Detection

In this paper, since some experiments are conducted on
networks with adversarial noise which are generated via
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adversarial attack [31], we briefly review the research on
adversarial attack for community detection. Waniek et al. [32]
proposed a simple heuristic method deployed by intra-com-
munity edge deletion and inter-community edge addition,
and introduced a measure of concealment to express how
well a community is hidden. Fionda et al. [5] introduced and
formalized the community deception problem, and proposed
a community deception algorithm based on safeness, which
achieves a success in hiding a target community. Chen et al.
[4] proposed an effective evolutionary computation strategy,
namely genetic algorithm (GA)-based Q-Attack, to achieve
deception by negligibly rewiring networks. Li et al. [33] pro-
posed an end-to-end graph neural framework that combines
graph generator and graph partitioner, and achieved the
generation of adversarial examples of high quality and
generalization.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first formulate the problem of community
detection, and then present two enhancement strategies.
The main notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Assume that an undirected and unweighted network is repre-
sented by a graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ, which consists of a vertex set
V ¼ vi j i ¼ 1; . . . ; nf g and an edge set E ¼ ei j i ¼ 1; . . . ;mf g.
The topological structure of graph G is represented by an n�
n adjacency matrix A with Aij ¼ 1 if ðvi; vjÞ 2 E and Aij ¼ 0
otherwise. The nonexistent edge set �E is represented by

vi; vj
� �

j Aij ¼ 0; i 6¼ j
� �

. The task of community detection in
a network is to find a vertex partitionM¼ Mi j i ¼ 1; . . . ;f
kg, with

S
Mi ¼ V and Mi

T
Mj ¼ ; for i 6¼ j, where set

Mi is called a community. The ground-truth community parti-
tion of the network is denoted asMreal. Note that the commu-
nity overlapping problemwill not be considered in this paper.

We further explore the network structure enhancement
from heuristic and optimized approaches. In the enhance-
ment scenario, a network will be rewired via edge modifica-
tion, during which the edges removed from network are
sampled from the candidate set Ecdel, while the edges added
to the network are sampled from the candidate pairwise
vertices set Ecadd. The construction of candidate sets varies
for different methods, as further discussed below.

For a network G, one can get the set of edges added/
removed from G via sampling from the candidate sets:

Edel ¼ ~ei j i ¼ 1; . . . ; m � bdd ef g � Ecdel ;
Eadd ¼ ~ei j i ¼ 1; . . . ; m � bad ef g � Ecadd ;

(1)

where ba, bd are the budget of edge addition/deletion and
dxe ¼ ceilðxÞ. Then, based on themodification scheme Emod ¼
ðEadd; EdelÞ, the connectivity structure of the original network is
optimized to generate a rewired network:

G� ¼ ðV; E�Þ with E� ¼ E [ EaddnEdel: (2)

For the rewired networks obtained via enhancement, we
expect that the community detectionmethods perform signifi-
cantly better and the newpartitionM� is closer to the ground-
truth communities, i.e., there is a significant improvement in
evaluationmetrics after assigningM� to G.

3.2 Modularity-Based Structure Enhancement

Previous works [4], [5], [32] have shown that intra-community
edge deletion and inter-community edge addition can facili-
tate the deployment of community deception attacks. By con-
trast, it is natural that agglomerating the intra-communities by
adding edges between internal vertices and dividing the inter-
communities by removing edges between communities, i.e.,
intra-community edge addition and inter-community edge
deletion, can strengthen the community structures in a net-
work. Meanwhile, the resolution limitation problem that can-
not be neglected requires the proposed approach to be capable
of combining these four basic community edge modifications
organically. Therefore, based on modularity, we propose the
first method, named robust community detection via genetic algo-
rithm (RobustECD-GA), which aims to enhance community
structure via adaptable community edge rewiring. The sche-
matic depiction ofRobustECD-GA is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2.1 Network Rewiring

Given a network G, a community edge optimization strategy
requires knowledge of the community structure to pick the
optimal edge modification schemes and thus depends on the
prior community detection algorithm S that generates the
estimated partition MS ¼ Mi j i ¼ 1; . . . ; kf g. For arbitrary
pairwise vertices ðvi; vjÞ, the candidate sets of four basic com-
munity edgemodifications are represented as follows:

Ecintra�add ¼ fðvi; vjÞ j vi; vj 2Mi;Aij ¼ 0g ;
Ecintra�del ¼ fðvi; vjÞ j vi; vj 2 Mi;Aij ¼ 1g ;
Ecinter�add ¼ fðvi; vjÞ j vi 2 Mi; vj 2 Mj;Aij ¼ 0g ;
Ecinter�del ¼ fðvi; vjÞ j vi 2 Mi; vj 2 Mj;Aij ¼ 1g ;

(3)

whereMi;Mj 2 MS , Ecintra�del [ Ecinter�del ¼ E and Ecintra�add
[Ecinter�add ¼ �E.

TABLE 1
Main Notations Used in This Paper

Symbol Description

G The target network
V; E;M Sets of vertices, edges, communities in G
n;m Numbers of vertices, edges in G
v; e Vertex, edge in G
S The studied community detection algorithm
MS;fS Set/Number of communities found by S in G
Mreal;freal Set/Number of the ground-truth communities in

G
Eadd; Edel The schemes of edge addition/deletion
ba;bd budget of edge addition/deletion
Q Modularity

fp Size of population
T ga Number of iterations

Gco;Aco Co-occurrence network and its adjacency matrix
T Threshold of prune in Gco
H Similarity metric (or similarity matrix)
GTco Co-occurrence graph pruned with threshold T
MT Community partition in pruned graph GTco
c; C Consensus of a cluster/partition
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The adaptable community edge rewiring consists of two
parts, one is the required intra-community edge addition
and inter-community edge deletion, and the other is an
optional part that depends on the comparison between the
number of communities in the estimated partition and the
one in the ground truth:

Emod ¼
Eadd � �E; Edel � Ecinter�del
� �

fS > freal

Eadd � Ecintra�add; Edel � E
� �

fS < freal

Eadd � Ecintra�add; Edel � Ecinter�del
� �

fS ¼ freal

8<
:

(4)

where freal is the number of the ground-truth communities
and fS is the number of communities in the estimated parti-
tion MS . Eq (4) lists three scenarios caused by resolution
limit during initialization of edge modification:

� When fS > freal, there is a relatively high resolution,
and large but locally sparse communities tend to be
subdivided into smaller fragments. Ideally, extra
inter-community edge addition is conducive to aggre-
gate those fragments into integrate communities;

� When fS < freal, there is a relatively low resolution,
and clusters consisting of a number of vertices
smaller than a threshold tend to merge into larger
ones. Ideally, extra intra-community edge deletion is
conducive to subdivide large clusters;

� When fS ¼ freal, there is a relatively suitable resolu-
tion. Both the inter-community edge addition and
intra-community edge deletion are inoperative.

Notably, the aforementioned adaptable community edge
rewiring requires knowledge of the ground-truth community
(i.e., Mreal and freal). When it comes to the dilemma that
ground-truth communities are not available, the rewiring
mechanism preserves only the required part, i.e., intra-com-
munity edge addition and inter-community edge deletion.

3.2.2 Evolutionary Optimization

We use the genetic algorithm (GA) due to its good perfor-
mance in solving combinatorial optimization problems.

Specifically, we design the encoding scheme of chromosome
and the function of fitness as follows.

Algorithm 1. RobustECD-GA

Input: Target network G, community detection algorithm S,
parameter for GA(fp, Pc, Pm, Pe, T ga), budget ba, bd .

Output: New community partitionM�

1 MS  detectCommunityðS;GÞ;
2 P;F  initializePopðG;MS; fp;ba;bdÞ;
3 Initialize current generation i ¼ 0;
4 while i < T ga do
5 Pelitist  retainElitistðF ;P;PeÞ;
6 Pselect  selectionðF ;PÞ;
7 Pcrossover  crossoverðPselect;PcÞ;
8 Pmutate  mutationðPcrossover;Pm;MSÞ;
9 F  getFitnessðG;S;PmutateÞ;
10 P  getNextGenerationðPmutate;PelitistÞ
11 Get the individual with highest fitness from the last popula-

tion: Emod  getBestIndividualðF ;PÞ ;
12 Rewire the original network to obtain G� via Eq. (2);
13 Feed G� into S to generate new community partition:
M�  detectCommunityðS;G�Þ.;

14 end;
15 returnM�;

� Chromosome. Chromosome represents an edge modi-
fication scheme Emod, consisting of two parts: Eadd
and Edel, where a gene denotes an edge modification
operation, including edge addition or deletion. The
diagram of chromosome is shown in Fig. 2.

� Fitness. Modularity [9] has been widely applied in
community detection task and is an effective evalua-
tion metric to assess the quality of network partition
(more details please refer to Section 4.2). Here, the
fitness is defined as:

f ¼ jQj=ejfS�frealj ; (5)

whereQ is the modularity of the partition for the tar-
get network and e is Euler’s number. Denominator

Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of RobustECD-GA. The workflow of evolution iteration proceeds as follows: 1) chromosome encoding for population ini-
tialization; 2) fitness calculation and individual selection; 3) chromosome crossover; 4) chromosome mutation; 5) elitist preservation.
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ejfS�frealj is typically chosen to impose a penalty on
the size of resolution. Modularity is divided by a
large penalty term which is no less than ewhen fS 6¼
freal, and the fitness function degenerates to modu-
larity when fS ¼ freal or no access to the ground-
truth community. Individuals with larger modular-
ity and more accurate partition generally have larger
fitness.

The procedure of RobustECD-GA is shown in Algorithm 1.
As mentioned above, RobustECD-GA requires the knowledge
of the community structure, which guides the edge modifica-
tion. We feed the target network G into community detection
algorithm S to generate a general community partitionMS

and then construct the candidate edge sets (line 1).

Algorithm 2. RobustECD-SE

Input: Target network G, community detection algorithm S,
budget ba.

Output: New community structureM�

1 Compute similarity indices listed in Table 2:
fHCN; . . . ;HRWRg  computeSimilarityðGÞ;

2 Obtain rewire schemes via sampling:
fE1mod; . . .g  sampleðG;ba; fHCN; . . . ;HRWRgÞ;

3 Update graph via network rewiring :
fG�1; . . .g  rewireðG; fE1mod; . . . ; gÞ;

4 Obtain multiple partitions via community detection:
fM�

1; . . .g  detectCommunityðS; fG�1; . . .gÞ;
5 Get co-occurrence network from multiple partitions:
Gco;Aco  getCoNetworkðfM�

1; . . .gÞ ;
6 Threshold selection: T ;MT

core  getOptimalThresholdðGcoÞ;
7 Get the final partition by assigning isolated vertices to core

communities:M�  getFinalPartitionðMT
core; fHCN; . . . ;HRWRgÞ;

8 end;
9 returnM�;

During initialization, a parental generation P ¼ Eimod j i ¼
�

1; . . . ;fpg is randomly generated with a population size fp

and each individual Eimod in the population has an unfixed size,
i.e., the quantity of modified edges is not fixed for each initial
modification scheme (line 2). During selection, the operation is
conducted on roulette, which means that the probability for an
individual to be selected is proportional to its fitness (line 6).
Crossover is the process of combining the parental generation
to generate new schemes and we applymulti-point crossover to
swap gene segments between two parental chromosomes
with a crossover rate Pc (line 7). Mutation prevents the algo-
rithm from falling into local optimization. We traverse each

gene in the chromosome and conduct the mutation operation
with a mutation rate Pm (line 8). In so doing, we randomly
replace the edge modification operation ~eadd or ~edel with
another one. Finally, elitist preservation is applied to retain
excellent individuals, which refer to modification schemes
with higher fitness. In particular, we retain excellent individu-
als by replacing the worst 20 percent of the offspring with the
best 20 percent of the parents (line 5). Evolution is a process of
iteration and we set the number of iterations T ga as the evolu-
tionary generation. The evolutionary optimization stops when
it is convergent or this condition is satisfied.

3.3 Similarity-Based Structure Enhancement

Empirically, vertices in the same community is aggregated
due to their high similarity. Vertex similarity can be defined
as the number of common features that a pair of vertices
share [42]. Previous works [8], [39] have shown that local,
global and random-walk-based similarity indices perform
excellently in capturing network structure features, and fur-
ther unified them into three general forms of heuristics
according to the subgraph involved in the similarity calcula-
tion, as summarized in Table 2 and Appendix D, which can
be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2021.3088844.1

Therefore, we adopt the heuristics to aggregate those verti-
ces of high similarity, i.e., considering the vertex similarity
indices as the guidance of edge modification. Based on this,
we propose the second method, named robust community
detection via similarity ensemble (RobustECD-SE), which
rewires a network via multiple similarity indices and aggre-
gates corresponding community partitions to generate more
accurate community structures. The schematic depiction of
RobustECD-SE is shown in Fig. 3, and the procedure of
RobustECD-SE is shown in Algorithm 2.

3.3.1 Network Rewiring

In RobustECD-SE, the similarity rewiring is a modification
of network structure at the global level, so that the candi-
date set of edge modification is defined as Ecadd ¼ �E. Note
that only edge addition is considered in RobustECD-SE and
edge deletion is neglected for several reasons: 1) slight
improvement of performance; 2) extra time consumption, as
further discussed in Appendix A, available in the online
supplemental material.

Given a target network G, the similarity matrix H, which
consists of similarity scores of arbitrary pairwise vertices,
can be directly calculated (line 1). During similarity rewiring,
we first assign all entries in Ecadd with relative weights that
are associate with the vertex similarity scores. And we get
the Eadd, the set of edges added to G, via weighted random
sampling from Ecadd with a budget of ba, which means that
the probability for an entry in Ecadd to be selected is propor-
tional to its similarity scoreHij (line 2). After edge sampling,
we update network via Eqs.( 2) (line 3).

For each similarity index listed in Table 2, we conduct
similarity rewiring for certain times, and finally obtain a
series of rewired networks.

Fig. 2. The diagram of chromosome in RobustECD-GA. It consists of two
parts including edge addition segment Eadd and edge deletion segment
Edel. The instance of chromosome is initialized in the experiment for
Karate dataset, with an edge addition segment of length 5 and an edge
deletion segment of length 4.

1. https://github.com/jjzhou012/RobustECD
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3.3.2 Ensemble Optimization

After network rewiring, we feed all rewired networks into
the community detection algorithm S to generate a series of
community partitions (line 4). Due to the diversity of simi-
larity indices and rewiring schemes, these partitions are
likely to be non-unique and not necessarily better than the
original partition M. Ensemble learning, which achieves
better classification or prediction performance by integrat-
ing multiple weak models, has been used for clustering
tasks. Previous works on consensus and ensemble cluster-
ing [28], [29] have shown that these techniques can be com-
bined with existing clustering methods and improve the
stability and accuracy of community partitions.

During partition ensemble, we aggregate multiple parti-
tions using a consensus matrix Aco ¼ faijgn�n, in which ele-
ment aij indicates the frequency of two vertices vi and vj
assigned to the same community. A weighted co-occurrence
network Gco can be generated by using Aco as the adjacency
matrix (line 5). Once pairwise vertices appear in the same
community in some partitions, Gco links them and assigns
weights that correspond to the frequency of co-occurrence.
A larger/smaller weight means a higher/lower likelihood
that the pairwise vertices belong to the same community.

For the co-occurrence network Gco, a natural idea is to
consider those edges with larger/lower weights as intra/
inter-community edges in the original network. Then, we
can deploy community edge rewiring in Gco to optimize

network structure. For inter-community edge deletion, we
can prune Gco by setting a weight threshold T . During net-
work pruning, all edges with weights less than T are consid-
ered as inter-community edges and will be removed from
Gco (line 6). We neglect intra-community edge addition since
that the addition of new edges in Gco depends on the co-
occurrence of pairwise vertices, but there is no access to
more new partitions at this stage.

A visualization of network pruning in the co-occurrence
network of Karate dataset is shown in Fig. 4. In this paper, we
use eight similarity indices, and for each index, ten samplings
are performed, to generate a total of eighty partitions, which
determine the range of threshold T 2 ½0; 80�. The original
Karate network is shown in Fig. 4a, and there are two commu-
nities, with the vertices of the same color sharing the same
ground-truth community label. Fig. 4b shows the co-occur-
rence network, which aggregates the information of eighty
partitions and has dense connections. The last three subgraphs
show the different pruned co-occurrence networks with vari-
ous thresholds. When T ¼ 20, the pruned co-occurrence net-
work still has only one connected component but two bridge
vertices emerge, as shown in Fig. 4c. With the increase of the
threshold, Gco is pruned to two connected components, match-
ing exactly with the two clusters in the original network, as
shown in Fig. 4d. When the threshold approaches the upper
limit, generally, we’ll get several small connected components
that contain few vertices, or even isolated vertices, as shown in

Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of RobustECD-SE. The complete workflow proceeds as follows: 1) similarity rewiring to generate rewired networks; 2)
community detection to generate community partitions; 3) partition ensemble to generate co-occurrence network; 4) network pruning to identify core
communities; 5) isolated vertices reassignment to get final community structure.

TABLE 2
Summary of Similarity Indices Used in This Paper

Order Category Form Used in paper

First Local Hði; jÞ ¼ jGðiÞ \ GðjÞj � gði; jÞ Common Neighbors (CN) [8], Salton [34], Jaccard [35], Hub Promoted
Index (HPI) [36]

Second Local Hði; jÞ ¼
P

z2GðiÞ\ðjÞ gðzÞ Adamic–Adar Index (AA) [37], Resource Allocation Index (RA) [38]

High Quasi-local,
Global

Hði; jÞ ¼ h
P1

l¼1 g
lgði; j; lÞ [39] Local Path Index (LP) [40], RandomWalk with Restart (RWR) [41]

Hði; jÞ is the similarity score of pairwise vertices ðvi; vjÞ, GðiÞ is the 1-hop neighbors of vi, gð�Þ is the nonnegative function under the given network, g is a decay-
ing factor between 0 and 1, h is a positive constant/function of g.
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Fig. 4e. This phenomenon indicates that the selection of thresh-
old actually influences the result of community partition,
which is similar to the resolution limit problem in community
detection.

After pruning, the co-occurrence network Gco is divided
into several connected components, and those with large
sizes will be treated as core communitiesMT

core (line 6). Gen-
erally, there exists several small connected components that
contain few vertices, or even isolated vertices, when prun-
ing Gco with a relatively large threshold. In order to get a
final partition, these vertices in small connected compo-
nents will be treated as isolated ones and assigned to the
core community, to which it has the maximum average sim-
ilarity (line 7). The ID of the core community that an isolated
vertex vi is assigned to, is defined as:

IDH ¼ argmax
k

1

fk
core

X
j2Mk

core

Hði; jÞ ; (6)

whereMk
core is the kth core community and fk

core is the num-
ber of vertices inMk

core. The final ID is determined by a rela-
tive majority vote of all similarity indices used in this paper:

ID ¼ realtiveMajorityVotefIDH j H ¼ CN; . . . ;RWRg : (7)

3.3.3 Threshold Selection

In order to address the resolution limit problem, we search
the optimal threshold via a traversal procedure. Actually,
the range of threshold T 2 ½0; 80� can be narrowed down to
T 2 faij j 8aij 2 Acog, which reduce the access times during
traversal. We prune Gco with an accessed threshold T to
yield a pruned network GTco, and evaluate the cluster parti-
tion of GTco using cluster consensus metric, which can quantify
the stability of clusters [47]. For a pruned co-occurrence net-
work GTco with cluster partitionMT ¼ fMk j k ¼ 1; . . . ;fT g,
the consensus of clusterMk is defined as

cðMkÞ ¼
1

fk fk � 1ð Þ=2
X
i;j2Mk
i< j

aij ; (8)

where fk is the number of vertices in Mk. The optimal
threshold corresponds to that yield the GTco with the maxi-
mum partition score, which is computed via a weighted
sum of cluster consensus, as follows:

CðMT Þ ¼
XfT
k¼1

fk

n
cðMkÞ ; (9)

T ¼ argmax
T

CðMT Þ : (10)

Note that Eq (10) is the heuristic definition of the optimal
threshold, which can alleviate the resolution limit problem
to a certain extent. Considering the complexity of the calcu-
lation during threshold selection, we can further simplify
this process by the following approximation:

T 0 ¼ argmin
T

jfTcore � frealj ; (11)

where fTcore is the number of core communities yielded dur-
ing network pruning. T 0 is the approximate optimal thresh-
old, and we can obtain the core communities, of which the
number is closest to that of the ground-truth. Note that this
approximation depends on the knowledge of the ground-
truth community.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets

We evaluate the proposed approaches against six real-world
networks and four adversarial networks. For all networks, the
ground-truth community labels are available. Table 3 pro-
vides an overview of the networks considered, including the
number of communities found by each community detection
method. Specifically, the six real-world networks consist of
four small benchmark networks and two large-scale networks
with missing data. The networks with missing data are sub-
networks extracted from the Amazon product co-purchasing
network and DBLP collaboration network [46], respectively.
The four adversarial networks are generated via adversarial
attack on four benchmark networks. Refer to Appendix B,
available in the online supplemental material, formore details
about datasets.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Benefiting from the availability of the ground-truth commu-
nity labels, we evaluate the community partitions using
supervised metrics like normalized mutual information [10]
and adjusted rand index. Note that we design the fitness in
RobustECD-GA using modularity Q, thus it is not suitable as
the evaluation metric.

� Modularity (Q) [9]. Modularity is commonly used to
measure the quality of community partition for a
network with unknown community structure. The
basic idea is to compare the network with the corre-
sponding null models, which refer to random graph
models that have some of the same properties as the

Fig. 4. Visualization of network pruning in the co-occurrence network of Karate dataset. The last four represent the co-occurrence network pruned
with various values of threshold T . Note that vertices with the same color share the same ground truth community label.
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network but are completely random in other aspects.
For a given network and a specific community parti-
tionM, modularity is defined as:

Q ¼ 1

2m

X
ij

Aij �
kikj
2m

� �
dðli; ljÞ ; (12)

wherem is the number of edges,Aij is the element of
adjacency matrix A, ki; kj are the degree of vertices
vi; vj, respectively. li; lj are the community labels of
vertices vi; vj inM, respectively. dðli; ljÞ ¼ 1 if li ¼ lj
and dðli; ljÞ ¼ 0 otherwise.

� Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [10]. NMI is a
commonly used criterion to evaluate the similarity
of two clustering results. It quantifies how much
information the estimated partition contains in the
real partition. For two clustering results X and Y ,
the NMI is defined as:

I norm ðX;Y Þ ¼ 2IðX; Y Þ
HðXÞ þHðY Þ ; (13)

where IðX;Y Þ ¼ HðY Þ �HðXjY Þ is the mutual
information of X and Y , HðY Þ is the Shannon
entropy of Y , and HðXjY Þ is the conditional entropy
ofX given Y .

� Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [48]. ARI is the corrected-
for-chance version of the Rand index (RI), which
measures the degree of agreement between an esti-
mated partition and a real partition. It is defined as

ARI ¼ RI � E½RI�
maxðRIÞ � E½RI� : (14)

Both NMI and ARI require the ground-truth community
labels for evaluation purpose and the values are generally
in the range between 0 to 1. For both metrics, a larger value
indicates a better partition.

4.3 Community Detection Methods

We consider the following six community detection algo-
rithms in our experiments.

� Infomap (INF) [17]. Infomap decomposes a network
into modules by compressing the description of the
information flow, i.e., it detects communities by min-
imizing the encoding length for a random walk.

� Fast Greedy (FG) [14]. This is a bottom-up hierarchical
agglomeration algorithm. It merges individual verti-
ces into communities based on a greedy modularity
maximization strategy.

� WalkTrap (WT) [49]. It detects communities based on
the idea that short random walks tend to stay in the
same community.

� Louvain (LOU) [12]. This is a multi-level modularity
optimization algorithm. It initializes each vertex with
a separate community, and moves vertices between
communities iteratively in a way that maximizes the
vertices’ local contributions to the overall modularity.

� Label Propagation (LP) [19]. This method detects com-
munities by initializing each vertex with a unique
label and re-assigning each vertex the dominant
label in its neighbourhood in each iteration.

� Node2vec + Kmeans (N2VKM) [50]. This is a network
embedding method, which learns lower-dimensional
representations for vertices by biased random walk
and skip-Gram. The K-means algorithm is then used
to detect communities by clustering the embedded
vectors of vertices in an Euclidean space.

4.4 Baseline Enhancement Methods

We compare our methods with the following two typical
traditional enhancement methods, one is based on network
rewiring and the other utilizes network weighting.

� EdMot [27]. It is an edge enhancement approach for
motif-aware community detection via network
rewiring and is proposed to address the hypergraph
fragmentation issue. This strategy is recently pro-
posed and achieves the state-of-the-art enhancement
effect in several community detection methods.

� WERW-KPath [24]. It is an enhancement approach
for community detection via network weighting. It
exploits random walks to compute the k-path edge
centrality, which is then used to weight the edges.
The strategy shows better interpretability and effec-
tiveness among a series of weighted methods.

4.5 Experiment Setup

For all datasets, edges in networks are treated as undirected
and self-loops will be removed. The main parameter set-
tings for the proposed algorithms are shown in Table 4.

In RobustECD-GA, the general parameters of GA are set
as empirical values. Note that the budget ba and bd controls

TABLE 3
Real-World Networks

Network m n freal Description Number of communities (fS)

INF FG WT LOU LP N2VKM

Karate 34 78 2 Zachary Karate club [43] 3 3 4 4 2 2
Polbooks 105 441 3 Books about US politics [44] 6 4 5 4 4 3
Football 115 613 12 American College football [13] 12 6 10 10 9 12
Polblogs 1490 19090 2 Political blogs [45] 306 277 416 276 272 2

Amazon-sub 10077 24205 3251 Amazon product co-purchasing [46] 651 97 509 69 638 nDBLP-sub 26183 137529 5051 DBLP collaboration [46] 1143 120 4361 49 787

fS is the number of communities found by the specific community detection method S.
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the upper limit of the chromosome size during Initializa-
tion, i.e., each chromosome will be initialized with an
unfixed size not larger than dm � ðba þ bdÞe. We vary ba and
bd in {0.01, 0.02, ..., 2.9} and {0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.29}, respectively.
In RobustECD-SE, we vary ba in {0.1, 0.2, ..., 2.9}.

In addition, for the community detection algorithm
N2VKM, we take the number of clusters K in K-means the
same as that of the ground-truth communities, and use the
default setting for parameters in Node2vec. Specifically, the
walk length is 80, the number of walks per node is 10, the
embedding dimension is 128, and both return hyper parame-
ter p and in-out parameter q are equal to 1. We repeat all
experiments for 50 times and report the average metrics and
their standard deviations of community detection.

4.6 Evaluation

We evaluate the benefit of the proposed enhancement strat-
egies, answering the following research questions:

� RQ1: Can RobustECD improve the performance of
community detection in real-world networks com-
binedwith existing community detection algorithms?

� RQ2: Does RobustECD still work when it comes to
adversarial networks?

� RQ3: How does the selection of various similarity
indices in RobustECD-SE affect the performance?

� RQ4: How does RobustECD achieve interpretable
enhancement of community detection?

4.6.1 Enhancement in Real Network

Table 5 reports the results of the enhancement for six com-
munity detection algorithms, from which one can observe
that there is a significant boost in detection performance
across all six real-world networks. First, compared with
those traditional enhancement algorithms, these detection
algorithms combined with the proposed RobustECD frame-
work obtain much better results in most cases. The Robus-
tECD-GA and RobustECD-SE achieves 87.50 and 88.24
percent success rate on enhancing community detection.
The success rate refers to the percentage of enhanced results
which are better than the original results in term of both
NMI and ARI. These phenomenon provide a positive
answer to RQ1, indicating that RobustECD can improve the
performance of existing community detection algorithms
and alleviate the problems of resolution limit and missing
data. Meanwhile, the results in Amazon and DBLP sub-net-
works also indicates the effectiveness of the RobustECD-SE
in large-scale networks.

Second, we define the relative improvement rate (RIMP)
for each metric as follows:

RIMP ¼ ðMeten �MetoriÞ=Metori Metori > 0
Meten �Metori Metori ¼ 0

�
;

(15)

whereMetori andMeten refer to the metric of the original and
the enhanced results, respectively. Note that we also consider
the extreme case that the original metrics may go down to 0 in
the adversarial networks. In Table 5, the far-right column of
each metrics gives the average relative improvement rate
(Avg RIMP) in metric, from which one can see that Robus-
tECD-GA and RobustECD-SE achieve competitive perfor-
mance, and significantly outperform baselines.

Third, considered detection algorithms have different
performance on the real datasets, but generally obtain more
similar community partitions during robust enhancement.
For instance, we use standard deviation to measure the con-
sistency of results of different detection algorithms. For
RobustECD-SE, the standard deviations of the original ARI
for the six detection algorithms on the six networks are
(0.118, 0.059, 0.153, 0.046, 0.030, 0.026), while those of the
corresponding enhanced ARI are (0.067, 0.018, 0.039, 0.029,
0.023, 0.025). The decrease in standard deviation indicates
that RobustECD can stable network structure and achieve
the consistency of detection performance. Moreover, Robus-
tECD achieves perfect enhancement on some community
detection algorithms applied to small datasets. For instance,
when enhancing FG and LOU via RobustECD-SE on Karate
dataset, both NMI and ARI are equal to 1, suggesting that
FG and LOU algorithms can detect community structures
completely correctly after enhancement.

4.6.2 Enhancement in Adversarial Network

Adversarial attack aims to degrade the performance of algo-
rithms by perturbing the network structure or attacking the
computational process. In social networks, the adversarial
attack on community detection or link prediction probably
facilitates to hide the real community structure or sensitive
links. Table 6 reports the results of enhancing community
detection in adversarial networks, which are generated by
slightly modifying the networks structures via certain
adversarial attacks. Note that here we report the community
detection results in original networks and adversarial net-
works as references. As we can see, compared with the orig-
inal results, the performance metrics display a significant
decrease in adversarial networks, indicating that adversar-
ial attack has indeed broken the network structure and
achieved a community detection deception. Then during
structure enhancement, our algorithms significantly outper-
form the baselines in all adversarial networks. In fact, both
RobustECD-GA and RobustECD-SE help the six community
detection algorithms achieve huge improvements on detec-
tion performances, which is even better than the results in
original networks. However, the baselines Edmot and
WERW-KPath have mediocre performance and may fail
with the increase of the attack strength. Such results indicate
that our enhancement algorithms could not only help par-
tially or even fully recover the network structures destroyed
by adversarial attacks, but also improving the robustness of
existing community detection algorithms against adversar-
ial noise, positively answering RQ2.

TABLE 4
Main Parameters Setting for the Proposed Algorithms

Method Parameter Value

RobustECD-GA GA(fp, Pc, Pm, Pe, T ga) {120, 0.8, 0.02, 0.2, 1000}
ba {0.01, 0.02, ..., 2.9}
bd {0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.29}

RobustECD-SE ba {0.1, 0.2, ..., 2.9}
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4.6.3 Impact of Similarity in RobustECD-SE

Thanks to the outstanding performance of RobustECD, we
further investigate the impact of the similarity indices in the

RobustECD-SE. Fig. 5 shows the results of all similarity indi-
ces (RobustECD-SE(all)) and single index (RobustECD-SE
(single)), respectively (see the Appendix E, available in the

TABLE 5
Community Detection Results in the Real Networks

TABLE 6
Community Detection Results in the Adversarial Networks
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online supplemental material and Appendix F, available in
the online supplemental material, for more details about the
impact of similarity indices). We first summarized three
impact effects:

� Complementary: RobustECD-SE(all) outperforms all
RobustECD-SE(single)s, indicating that these single
similarity indices are complementary.

� Redundant: RobustECD-SE(single)s with some indices
achieve competitive performance against RobustECD-
SE(all), indicating that the other indices in RobustECD-
SE(single)s that have relative poor performance are
redundant.

� Negative: RobustECD-SE(single)s with some indices
outperform RobustECD-SE(all), indicating that the
other indices in RobustECD-SE(single)s that have rel-
ative poor performance are negative.

From the comparison results, we observe that RobustECD-
SE(all) generally outperforms RobustECD-SE(single), and recei-
ves more stable results in most cases. And the impact of single

similarity index behaves differently on various networks and
various budgets, answering RQ3. In Karate (ba 2 ð1:0; 2:0Þ),
RobustECD-SE(single)s with first-order similarity have rela-
tively good performance while those with second-order and
high-order similarity have relatively poor performance. Since
that the scale of Karate is particularly small and first-order
similarity are sufficient to capture structure features. In
this case, first-order similarity indices are complementary,
second-order and high-order similarity could be redun-
dant or even negative. In Polblogs (ba 2 ð0:5; 2:5Þ), Robus-
tECD-SE(single)s achieve competitive performance against
RobustECD-SE(all) except for those with Jaccard, Salton
and high-order similarity, which turn out to be redundant.

4.6.4 Explanatory Visualization of RobustECD-GA

Next, we further investigate how the RobustECD optimizes
the performances of different detection algorithms. Since
the mechanism of RobustECD-SE has been presented in
Fig 4, we only visualize the RobustECD-GA for algorithm
LOU in Karate network, as shown in Fig. 6.

The community structure found by LOU in the original
network is shown in Fig. 6a, where there are four communi-
ties. Since the number of communities found by LOU is
more than the ground truth (freal ¼ 2), as mentioned in
Table 3, extra inter-community edge addition is available
when fS > freal (S ¼ LOU). The result of RobustECD-GA in
the original network is shown in Fig. 6b, where the enhance-
ment scheme consists of 1 intra-community edge addition
and 13 inter-community edge additions, and achieves a sig-
nificant improvement on community detection, leading to
the increase of 35.56 and 91.02 percent in NMI and ARI,
respectively. Essentially, a large number of inter-commu-
nity edge additions successfully merge small clusters into
larger ones, resulting in more accurate partitions.

Notably, the decrease of modularity here (from 0.4188 to
0.3718) can explainwhywe don’t designmodularity as fitness
function directly. By comparing the information in Figs. 6a

Fig. 5. The impact of similarity metrics on the performance of Robus-
tECD-SE in term of NMI.

Fig. 6. Enhancement for LOU in Karate network.
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and 6b, a community partition with larger modularity does
not mean closer to the ground-truth community structure.
Therefore, if we have knowledge of community information,
we can combine modularity with the true number of clusters,
to obtain more accurate optimization guidance. This has been
shown to have excellent performance in enhancing commu-
nity detection. However, when facing unlabeled networks,
the fitness function degrades to modularity, i.e., f ¼ Q, so the
RobustECD-GAmay beweakened to a certain extent.

Now, consider the adversarial network obtained by
Q-Attack, as shown in Fig. 6c. Q-Attack keeps the number of
edges unchanged during community deception and achieves
a 22.85 percent reduction inmodularity with an attack budget
of 17. As we can see, community structure suffers from struc-
tural damage and a new cluster that contains the fringe verti-
ces in the original network is discovered. We then deploy
structure enhancement to this adversarial network and obtain
the enhanced network shown in Fig. 6d. Compared with the
community partition in Fig. 6c, LOU achieves a better parti-
tion, which even surpasses that in the original network shown
in Fig. 6a. Such result suggests that our enhancement algo-
rithms can indeed help the existing community detection
algorithms defend against adversarial attacks. More interest-
ingly, it seems that such structure enhancement not only
repairs the broken network structure caused by adversarial
attack, but also further optimizes it to obtain a clearer commu-
nity structure, answeringRQ4.

4.6.5 Parameter Sensitivity

In this subsection, we discuss the impact of key parameters
on the performance of RobustECD-SE (see the Appendix C,
available in the online supplemental material, for the sensi-
tivity analysis in RobustECD-GA). The metrics with a budget
of 0 corresponds to the original results.

First, we present the evaluate results of RobustECD-SE in
Fig. 7, fromwhich one can see that such impact behavesdiffer-
ently on various networks. Specifically, Polblogs has a low
average NMI equal to 0.373, and the performance of Robus-
tECD-SE is relatively stable with the increase of budget; Pol-
books has an averageNMI equal to 0.534, and its performance
curve is messy but basically goes up; for Karate with the aver-
age NMI equal to 0.646, when the budget is relatively large,
FG and LOU performs well while INF and N2VKM suffers
from negative enhancement; Football has an average NMI up
to 0.869, the performance of RobustECD-SE drops steadily
with the increase of budget. Essentially, the impact of modifi-
cation budget on the performance of RobustECD-SE is influ-
enced by the network structure. That is, for networks with
weak community structures and low average performance
metrics, like Polblogs, most community detection algorithms
have huge spaces to be enhanced. But, for those networks
with strong community structures like Football, it is difficult
for RobustECD-SE to further enhance the community detec-
tion, i.e., adding or deleting more links may even weaken the
stable community structure, leading to the degradation of
performance.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the evaluate results of RobustECD-
SE in large-scale networks. As we can see, RobustECD-SE
still works in large-scale networks in most cases, and the
performance drops slowly as the budget increase.

4.6.6 Computational Complexity Analysis

In order to compare the efficiency of our RobustECD, we
roughly estimated their time complexity as follows.

� The most computationally expensive part of Robus-
tECD-GA is the calculation of fitness, which consists of
modularity Q and the number of communities fS , so
an extra community detection is necessary before the

Fig. 7. The impact of modification budget ba on the performance of RobustECD-SE.
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calculation of fitness. Besides, selection, crossover and
mutation are consisted of sampling and edge opera-
tions, and have a cost of OðjEjÞ, where jEj is the num-
ber of edges in the original network. So RobustECD-
GA runs in timeOðfp � T ga �maxðjSj; jEjÞÞ, where jSj is
the time complexity of the target community detection
algorithm.

� The most computationally expensive part of Robus-
tECD-SE is the threshold selection, which has a cost
of OðjEcojÞ, where jEcoj is the number of edges in the
co-occurrence network. Gco can be much denser than
the original network and have up to nðn� 1Þ=2
edges. So the time complexity of RobustECD-SE is no
more than Oðn2Þ.

Moreover, we evaluate the efficiency of RobustECD by
directly comparing the running time with baselines. The
average running time (in seconds) of the four algorithms
are presented in Table 7. As we can see, although the Robus-
tECD-GA performs well on small-scale networks, it is lim-
ited by the optimization mode and does not scale well on
large networks. Instead, RobustECD-SE has a relatively
small time complexity and scales well on large networks.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed to enhance network structure to
improve the performance of existing community detection
algorithms. In particular, we put forward two structure
enhancement algorithms, namely RobustECD-GA and Robus-
tECD-SE, taking both robustness and generalization into
account. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the
superiority of our methods in helping six common commu-
nity detection algorithms achieve significant performance
improvements for both real-world networks and adversarial
networks, and further solve the resolution limit inmodularity

optimization and achieve consensus partitions. We believe
this could be a fruitful avenue of future research that address
more complex situations like overlapping community in
dynamic networks.
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